ALL SAINTS SOUTH CAVE CHURCH SUMMER TREASURE HUNT
Your adventure is about to start, no need to rush, you have all the Summer holidays to complete
the hunt. The answers will be available to download from the church website when you have
finished.

1. Find your way to the ASCC entrance.
number you will phone to book the hall

Imagine you are having a RYTAP, tell me the

2. Wander amongst the dearly departed. Here lies D _ _ID
wife called how old was he when he died?

D _ N_ I S_ but what was his

3. As you leave the YADRCHCHUR be alert to the worlds number one marmalade fan. Who
is he?

4. Turn left and wander down towards AVEC STLACE but don’t go too quickly or you will miss
the next clue. Step back and look, but don’t go through. How many arches can you see?

5. Keep wandering down but not too fast, you will come to the green box that knows it is
good to talk. KC A is the start of it’s mark, can you complete the rest?

6. As you get close to CHSLOO you will learn the important times when cars cannot TPSO.
Tell me please what have you learned?

7. A very old name marks the street, it’s origins I do not know. Nothing in common with
the USA but its name rhymes with Donald Trump!

8. Red striped safety soldiers stand in a row. To find how many you will have to go, all the
way up to the PSRTOS CNRTEE. Once you have counted, it’s time for some maths, divide
by 3 please before returning down the path

9. Anyone for tennis? Yes, but not here unless you are a _ _ _ _ _ _

10. Let’s carry on up the street and stop a while on the seat that remembers a red breasted
Winter friend. Can you tell me his name?

11. Continue your walk towards KTEMRA PLCAE but not too fast, you need to know of
learnings past. It is clear there were “no boys allowed”, but tell me please when was it
built?

12. Onward you go until you see the place of drillings and fillings. But I what I really want to
know is where did the tooth fairy train?

13. It seems the pet shop is selling exotic pets. This one has 8 legs. What is it?

14. Now you are faced with a choice of 3 but what is it to be? _ _ R _ E _ _ _ I _ _ T _ N will
get you to where you want to be.

15. Tasty treats are offered here but are they safe to eat? Give us please the number score
to make this clue complete

16. Perhaps you are feeling peckish now and fancy a nibble? They look so tasty you could
eat them all but how much would that cost?

17. Now you must be very full and need some pampering.
appointment with _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

425999 will get you an

18. Looking forward to Autumn time, and lovely fruit crumbles. Perhaps the people who live
here, can help with the ingredients?

19. “unlucky for some” is a common phrase. Etched in stone above a gate, who is about to
meet their fate, and who was he trying to guard?

20. They are mostly grey but sometimes red, nuts are their favourite to be fed.

21. Burglars wouldn’t want to go in here!

22. Perhaps we have found more marmalade fans or maybe they prefer honey? But really
what I want to know is how many can you see (look carefully)

23. Look across the road, but there’s no need to cross. What can you see that would make
you believe a gymnast may live here?

24. Stretch out your legs, keep walking on until the LICPUB TFOOTHPA sign. Follow the sign
but there’s no rush, why don’t you sit and rest a while? Perhaps you can remember a
golf lover, and when you do, tell me his name.

Follow the yellow arrows straight on, you are nearly at the end! Stick to the paths and enjoy the
walk to take you out of the golf course. The next clue awaits you

25. Wander down the road towards the church but please don’t misbehave. The neighbours
here have a direct line for those who are caught having a rave. What number will they
call?

26. P.U.Y.P what message can this be?

27. I come in chunks and I come in rings, but here I am whole standing on a pole. What am
I?

Well done!! You have completed the treasure hunt, we really hope you have enjoyed taking
part. With best wishes from the congregation. Now go onto the church website to download
the answers.

